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Chapter 14: “Unique Abilities”

Reading Electromagnetic Imprints

Gerard Bini has the ability to read energy with his body.  He feels it, but even more 
than that, (because many are aware of energy), he knows the specific quality of the 
energy and whether it is either beneficial or harmful.  He feels a particular quality of 
the energy in his jaw and eyes and the overall effect that it has on someone’s body.  
He can walk into any building – a house, unit, school, office, or warehouse and know 
if there are any harmful energies there.  All this is the result of his research which 
started twenty years ago, and many are benefitting now from his curiosity to further 
investigate what he was feeling in his body. 

As Gerard continued to investigate the range of energies, he identified the extremely 
subtle Bioplasmic (Human Generated EMF) radiation, realising that “an imprint from 
the human emotional body creates an electromagnetic imprint”.  This further led 
Gerard to discover that electrical appliances can also leave imprints, especially 
digital TVs which are the most harmful digital device in any home, and their harmful 
imprints cannot be detected by EMF meters.  From his outstanding perception of the 
stress caused by our appliances, TVs, computers, phones etc., Gerard developed 
the Geoclense® a device that creates a clear living space, in his words “beyond your 
dreams”.  Yes, your sleep will be more restful and restorative.  



Talk to anyone who has a Geoclense® and they will say how much they appreciate 
the harmony it creates in their living and working space.  Our home is supposed to 
be our sanctuary and with a Geoclense® that becomes the reality, even amongst the 
Wi-Fi and other digital hardware.  And if 5G were to come to the area where you live 
or work, you will not be affected if you have the Geoclense® operating there.  He 
has also created a wide range of EMF harmonising products to protect people when 
wearing watches, and using mobile phones, computers and tablets.  There is even a 
car harmoniser and a cabin harmoniser to take with you on a plane, and even to this 
day,  Gerard continues to develop products that make our modern lifestyle less 
harmful.  You can see the range of products at www.orgoneeffects.com 
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